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When Does Semantic Similarity Help Episodic Retrieval?

Marc W. Howard and Michael J. Kahana

Volen Center for Complex Systems, Brandeis University

Free recall illustrates the spontaneous organization of memory. This organization comes in two forms, the tem-
poral organization of the list and the semantic relations among list items. Using estimates of semantic similarity
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provided by latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997), we simultaneously assessed th
of temporal and semantic proximity on output order in delayed and continuous-distractor free recall of 
word lists. These analyses revealed that subtle variations in semantic similarity have large effects on rec
tions in delayed free recall. Further, these effects decrease as the duration of the interitem distractor (IP
creased from 2–16 s. In contrast, the effect of temporal proximity on recall transitions did not change 
creasing IPI. This dissociation in the effects of interitem distraction on semantic and temporal similarity
presents a new challenge for models of free recall and episodic memory retrieval.© 2002 Elsevier Science
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terest in the dynamics of retrieval in free rec
(Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, 1996; K
hana & Wingfield, 2000; Rohrer & Wixted
1994; Romney, Brewer, & Batchelder, 199
Wingfield, Lindfield, & Kahana, 1998). In
studying the memory processes involved
free recall, researchers have typically e
ployed one of two general approaches. In
first approach, the experimenter manipula
what we will refer to as temporal factors; i
the second approach the experimenter man
lates semantic factors. Temporal factors d
scribe the structure of the learning episode a
its effect on memory performance. This wou
include, for example, recency, the relation b
tween the time an item is studied and the tim
of its test (Nairne, Neath, Serra, & Byun
1997; Neath, 1993), and contiguity, the re
tion between the study times of list item
(Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, 199
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contrast, refer to preexisting relations amo
to-be-remembered items. Studies focusing
semantic factors typically employ word assoc
ation norms or categorized word lists to exam
ine the effect of semantic structure on the d
namics of retrieval (e.g., Bousfeld, 195
Glanzer, Koppenaal, & Nelson, 1972; Kaha
& Wingfield, 2000; Pollio, Richards, & Lucas
1969; Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966). Analyse
of category clustering, response bursting, a
subjective organization all fall within this gen
eral approach. Although these two approach
are by no means mutually exclusive, studies
semantic factors have not simultaneously e
amined temporal factors, nor have studies
temporal factors simultaneously examined s
mantic factors.

This omission poses a problem—failure
understand the joint effects of semantic a
temporal factors limits our understanding
both. For instance, researchers typically u
categorized word lists to study the role of s
mantic factors on episodic retrieval. Yet,
these tasks, performance depends substant
on whether the categories are presented
blocked or randomized fashion—a manipul
tion of temporal organization (e.g., D’Agostino
1969). Conversely, in studying temporal fa
tors, researchers typically use lists of random
arranged concrete words. Even in such “un
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lated” word lists, semantic factors can infl
ence organization in retrieval (Schwartz
Humphreys, 1973; Tulving, 1962). Failure
take into account semantic structure in rand
word lists thus limits our understanding of th
role of episodic factors in retrieval.

This paper unifies these two approaches
examining the interacting roles of semantic a
temporal factors in free recall of random wo
lists. Because free recall experiments typica
utilize large pools of words (to avoid the ne
for within-session repetition of items), we u
latent semantic analysis(Landauer & Dumais
1997) to derive a measure of semantic simil
ity for all possible pairs of words used in o
studies.

Semantic Factors in Free Recall

In free recall of categorizedword lists, sub-
jects tend to recall words from the same nat
category together, even when presentation o
is randomized. In addition, interresponse tim
(IRTs) to words in the same category as the j
recalled word are faster than those to wo
from a different category, a phenomenon kno
as response bursting (Patterson, Meltzer,
Mandler, 1971; Pollio et al., 1969; Wingfield 
al., 1998). The preexperimental (semantic) as
ciations among list items thus exert a powe
influence on both output order and latency.

To examine the influence of preexperimen
(semantic) associations on retrieval, we m
first determine the associative strengths am
list items. In studies of categorized free reca
any two words can be thought of as having
associative strength of 1.0 if they come fro
the same category, or an associative strengt
0.0 if they come from different categorie
There is obvious benefit in extending th
analysis to lists that do not fall into natural ca
egories. For instance, it could be that the pre
ously documented effects of semantic orga
zation on recall of categorized word lists a
entirely a consequence of mediation via ca
gory names (Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966).
analyze the effects of semantic organizat
when subjects recall lists of words that lack
categorical structure requires a fine-grain

measure of semantic similarity. One way t
D KAHANA
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construct such a measure is to collect similar
ratings on all possible pairs of words used in
given experiment and then use those ratings
build a metric model of the representation
space. The similarity ratings used in this a
proach can be obtained from triadic judgmen
(e.g., Romney et al., 1993), card sorting (e.
Schwartz & Humphreys, 1973), or free asso
ation (e.g., Bousfeld, 1953; Nelson, Schreib
& McEvoy, 1992; Nelson, McKinney, Gee, &
Janczura, 1998). Latent semantic analy
(LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) provides a
important alternative to the subjective simila
ity approach. Instead of deriving interitem sim
ilarities from subjective responses, LSA us
the natural tendency of words with simila
meanings to occur in similar contexts as t
basis for deriving a statistical model of a s
mantic similarity space. LSA can thus provid
a measure of the similarity among any pair
words in the English language. One goal of th
paper is to examine how LSA fares in predic
ing output order effects in free recall. Arme
with this technique we also endeavor to a
dress the larger question of how semantic a
temporal factors interact in predicting reca
performance.

Temporal Factors in Free Recall: The Lag-
Recency Effect

Temporally defined interitem associatio
exert a strong influence on output order in fr
recall (Kahana, 1996). These associations 
inferred from subjects’ tendency to successiv
recall items from nearby list positions. Give
that a subject has just recalled an item from 
rial position i, and that the next recall is from s
rial position j, Kahana (1996) plotted the rela
tionship between recall probability and the l
(separation, in items) between i and j. This
measure, the conditional response probability
as a function of lag, or lag-CRP, defines the dis
tribution of successive recalls as a function
lag and thus provides a measure of contigu
effects in free recall.

Figure 1A shows a typical lag-CRP functio
based on data from Murdock and Okada (197

oPositive values of lag 5 (j 2 i) correspond to
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SEMANTIC SIMILARITY A

forward recalls; negative values of lag cor
spond to backward recalls. Large absolute v
ues of lag correspond to words spaced widel
the list; small absolute values correspond
words close together in the list. For example
the list contained the subsequence “ABSEN
HOLLOW PUPIL” and a subject recalle
“HOLLOW” then “PUPIL”, the recall of
“PUPIL” would have a lag of 11. If, instead,
the subject recalled “HOLLOW” then “AB
SENCE”, the recall of “ABSENCE” would be
associated with a lag of 21. In this case, the
subject is moving backward in the list. “AB
SENCE” followed by “PUPIL” would yield a
lag of 12.

As expected, the lag-CRP reveals that s
cessively recalled items are more likely 
come from nearby serial positions than fro
remote serial positions. We refer to this pro
erty as the lag-recency effect(Howard & Ka-
hana, 1999; Kahana, 1996). This effect a
shows a marked asymmetry: forward reca
are much more likely than backward reca
The lag-CRP provides a convenient measur
episodically formed interitem association
These effects have been replicated in numer
free recall studies varying in modality of ite
dence intervals calculated according to the method o
D EPISODIC RETRIEVAL 87
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length (Kahana, 1996). Surprisingly, Howa
and Kahana (1999) found that a demanding
teritem distractor task did not affect subjec
tendency to form associations among succ
sively studied items. This result, reflecting
scale invariance of associative memory, is fu
damentally incompatible with models that a
sume that interitem association arises from 
ther temporal contiguity or the cooccurrence
items in a working memory buffer (e.g., Raa
makers & Shiffrin, 1980). This is, howeve
compatible with notions of temporal coding 
which retrieval of an item recovers the temp
ral context that obtained when the item w
studied, which in turn activates items that sh
that temporal context (Howard & Kahan
2001).

Analyses of IRTs also reveal associati
processes in free recall. In studies where IR
are recorded between each successive
sponse, one can observe shorter IRTs betw
successive recall of items that were studi
in nearby input positions. We refer to IRT
conditional on recall transitions as condition
response latencies. Figure 1B plots condition
response latency as a function of lag (la
CRL) for data from Murdock and Okad
si-
re
-

presentation, rate of item presentation, and list(1970).

FIG. 1. The lag recency effect. (A) The conditional response probability as a function of lag. (B) The condi-
tional response latency as a function of lag. Both measures show an advantage for recalls to nearby serial po
tions and an asymmetry favoring forward recalls. Data is from Murdock and Okada (1970). Both measures we
calculated excluding the first three output positions to eliminate the recency effect. Error bars are 95% confi
f Loftus and Masson (1994).
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tween the successively recalled words. To do

2 One might argue that LSA does not capture what we or-
dinarily think of as semantic similarity. For instance, words
that occur in similar contexts may have a high cos u despite
bearing no resemblance to each other (e.g., TELE-
SCOPE–STAR). Much the same criticism could be made of
free association norms. In this paper, our primary interest is
in comparing and contrasting the effects on memory re-
trieval of relatively permanent, structural relationships be-
tween words with the effects of the transient structure of the
learning episode. LSA, although not measuring semantic
88 HOWARD AN

Latent Semantic Analysis as a Measure of
Semantic Similarity

In this paper we use a fine-grained measur
preexperimental associations between wo
derived from LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 1997
LSA is particularly useful for the present app
cation because it can provide an estimate of s
ilarity for each of the pairs in our experimen
pool without additional data collection.

LSA is based on the assumption that wo
that are similar in meaning tend to be used
similar contexts. If this is so, then the statisti
properties of words in a large body of natura
occurring text should tell us something ab
their relationships. LSA provides a techniq
for evaluating the relationships between wo
based on such bodies of text.

Consider a large corpus of naturally occu
ring text (e.g., an encyclopedia). LetM denote
the number of paragraphs in the corpus. LeN
denote the number of unique words in the c
pus. Using theM paragraphs in the corpus, LS
proceeds as follows. First, define a matrix,T,
whose elements,T(word, paragraph)record the
number of times each word occurs in each pa
graph. Each row inT is thus anM-dimensional
vector representing a given word’s probabil
of occurring in each paragraph.1

Latent semantic analysis is based on the ob
vation that words that are similar in meaning te
to occur in the same paragraphs. Therefore,
M-dimensional rows representing related wo
will be more similar to one another than tho
representing unrelated words. That similarity
measured by the cosine of the angle betw
each pair of vectors. However, instead of cal
lating that cosine directly, it is advantageous,
first express theN-dimensional column vector
in terms of a smaller numberD of orthogonalN-
vectors. Singular value decomposition is used
eliminate correlation between theN dimensions.
This leaves anN 3 D matrix whereD is much

smaller thanM.The similarities are then calcu

1 Landauer and Dumais (1997) actually log transform t
entries in this matrix, but this is not necessary to get t
main idea. For a more thorough treatment and discussion
(Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham
1998).
D KAHANA
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lated as the cosine of the angle between e
pair ofD-vectors in this reduced matrix.

Landauer and Dumais (1997) found that LS
performs best using about D 5 300 dimensions.
The extent that two vectors “point” to the sam
region in LSA-space provides an operationa
defined measure of the semantic similarity 
the corresponding words.2 This can be measure
by taking the cosine of the angle,u, between the
vectors. In the analyses reported in this pap
we used LSA vectors of 300 dimensions dra
from the TASA-All3 space and weighted by th
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ANALYSIS 1: LSA cos u PREDICTS
OUTPUT ORDER IN FREE RECALL

The CRP as a function of lag measures the
fect of episodically formed associations on 
trieval (Kahana, 1996; Howard & Kahan
1999). Here we generalize this method, rep
ing the CRP as a function of semantic simila
as measured by LSA cos u. This new measure
the LSA-CRP, provides an assay of the effect
preexperimental associations on retrieval.

Calculating the LSA-CRP

Given that a participant recalls two words
succession, we expect those words to co
on average, from nearby points in LSA spa
To assess this effect, we can plot the proba
ity of a transition as a function of cosu be-
-

he
he
 see
,

similarity on the basis of objects’ properties, does measure
characteristics of the permanent structural relationships be-
tween words and is probably highly correlated with any
measure of “pure semantics” one might choose to construct.
We will not concern ourselves further with these distinctions
but simply treat LSA as an operationally defined measure of
semantic similarity.

3 See http://128.138.223.70/spaces.html.
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so, however, we must first discretize cosu by
dividing the range of cosu’s (21 to 1) into
bins of some small fixed interval. We can th
calculate the probability of successively reca
ing words whose semantic similarity, as me
ured by cos u, falls within a given bin. It turns
out that the distribution of cosu values across
words chosen from the Toronto noun po
(Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982
is highly skewed, with the mode very close
zero and the mean at about 0.09. To corr
for thea priori distribution of cosu, we trans-
form cos u for each pair into a percentil
score, thus dividing the cosu distribution into
100 bins containing an equal number of pa
Table 1 shows representative pairs that
into the different percentile bins. Only bin 10
contains exclusively what most observe
would consider obvious semantic associa
Pairs in bins 90–99 generally have some ba
for a semantic relationship (e.g., WATER
ANCHOR), although in some cases this r

quires a bit of imagination (e.g., FORE l
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Only very high bins contain predominantly pairs with obv
ous semantic relationships between them.
D EPISODIC RETRIEVAL 89
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HEAD–PONY). As we move to lower value
of cosu, the bins become more closely spac
and the pairs in the bins become less and l
obviously related.

The simple approach we have just outlin
runs into a minor complication. Specifically
consider what would happen in an imagina
free recall experiment in which subjects’ re
call transitions are exclusively guided by s
mantic similarity as measured by LSA cosu.
That is, after recalling the first word, the
proceed by selecting the remaining word th
has the highest cosu to the just-recalled word
Further assume that subjects successfully
call every list item. Under these ideal cond
tions, the probability of recalling a word in
the very highest cosu bin should be 1.0 if the
probabilities have been calculated correct
However, if we simply incremented the de
nominator for each of our 100 bins at each r
call attempt, the result would not be a prob
bility of 1.0 for the highest bin, but rather
probability given by the number of potentia
recalls divided by the number of bins. For e
ample, if we had a list length of 11, ther
would not generally be an item from bin 10
available for every recall, and we would get
probability of 0.1.4 An analogous problem
arises in calculating the lag-CRP. For in
stance, if the first word in the list is recalled
and then another word, it does not make se
to increment the denominators for the bac
ward recalls (lag, 0). Because the just-re
called word is the first on the list, there is n
possibility of a valid backward recall. As
consequence, we only increment the denom
nators corresponding to the lags ofpossible
recalls in calculating the lag-CRP. Similarl
in calculating the LSA-CRP, we increment th
denominators for the bins associated with t
set of available words from the list. A word i
considered “available” if: (a) The word was i
the present list, and (b) the word has not p
viously been recalled on this trial. Each d
nominator may be incremented no more th

once per word recalled.

ly.
TABLE 1

Examples of Word Pairs Taken from Different Bins of
cos u

Bin Pair cos u

1 FAILURE–SPIDER 20.077
10 RECEIPT–LIQUID 0.003
30 MUSIC–BARGAIN 0.031
50 WINDOW–DISTANCE 0.062
70 NUMBER–JOURNAL 0.109
75 DIAMOND–IRON 0.122
80 OYSTER–COUPLE 0.144
85 BUBBLE–MOMENT 0.168
90 BUTCHER–DINNER 0.203
91 PONY–FOREHEAD 0.209
92 AUTUMN–COLOR 0.219
93 SUBJECT–RESEARCH 0.232
94 WRINKLE–LEATHER 0.247
95 CRYSTAL–SILVER 0.257
96 WATER–ANCHOR 0.278
97 MAJOR–PROJECT 0.299
98 FURY–BULLET 0.328
99 FINGER–BUTTON 0.360

100 SUCCESS–FAILURE 0.549

Note. The pairs in the table were chosen quasi-random

i-

4 This is, of course, only true in the expectation.
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Experimental Methods

To assess the effect of LSA cosu on the re-
call transitions, we reanalyzed data fro
Howard and Kahana (1999, Experiment 2
Here we briefly review the experimental met
ods of that experiment. Over 10 sessions, e
of 16 subjects studied and attempted free rec
of 150 different lists, each consisting of 1
words sampled at random from the noun sub
of the Toronto word pool. For each trial, word
were presented visually at a rate of 1 wor
1.2 s. To minimize rehearsal, participants we
required to perform a semantic orienting tas
judging each presented word as either concr
or abstract. Participants were then given a 1
arithmetic distractor task prior to attemptin
free recall. The recall period was fixed
60 s.

A key variable in Howard and Kahana’s stu
was the duration of an arithmetic distractor ta
between the presentation of successive list ite
(this task was identical to the end-of-list distra
tor task). Across four conditions, the duration
the between-item distractor activity, the inter
resentation interval (IPI), was 0 (standard d
layed free recall), 2, 8, or 16 s continuous d
tractor free recall.) This section examin
whether LSA cos u predicts recall transition
and IRTs in free recall of “unrelated” word list
In subsequent sections we examine how this
fect changes with varying IPI.

Results

Conditional response probability. Figure 2A
shows the LSA-CRP plotted as a function of t
mean cosu value of each bin. The data used
generate this figure were collapsed over all
conditions. As can be seen, subjects are m
likely to make transitions to words with
higher value of cosu relative to the just-recalled
word. A linear regression of LSA-CRP(bin) t
cosu(bin) was performed for each subject. Th
mean slope, 0.216 0.02 was reliably differen
from zero,t(15) 5 9.1,p , .001. The intercep
was 0.11.

LSA cos u has a substantial effect on rec
transitions in free recall: going from cos u 5 0

to cos u . 1, the probability of a recall transi-
D KAHANA
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tion increases by about a factor of two. The c
relation between LSA-CRP and cos u was .75.
The significant relationship between cos u and
the CRP is not just a consequence of the hig
bins, which contain predominantly pairs with 
obvious semantic relationship. We recalcula
the slope of the regression excluding upper p
tions of the distribution in 5-bin increment
When we excluded the 20 highest bins (excl
ing all pairs with cos u . 0.141), the slope wa
reduced to 0.06 6 0.03, but it remained signifi
cantly different from zero,t(15) 5 2.24, p ,
.05. This means that the LSA-CRP is sensi
to subtle variations in semantic similarity (co
pare Table 1).

Conditional response latency. LSA cos u also
affects IRTs in free recall. Figure 2B plots me
IRT as a function of the bin of the cos u distribu-
tion. IRTs are shorter when the successively
called words are similar (i.e., have high cos u).
The mean of the slopes of a linear regress
25 6 1s, was significantly different from zero
t(15) 5 3.85, p , .01. The correlation wa
2.37. It is well known that IRTs increase wi
output position in single-trial free recall (Mu
dock & Okada, 1970; Rohrer & Wixted, 1994
To ensure that the effect of cos u on IRTs is not
confounded with output position, we examin
IRTs for just the first pair of words that subje
recalled. Even under these conditions, a reg
sion revealed a significant negative slope
26.3 s, which was also significantly differe
from zero,t(15) 5 2.2,p , .05. This constitute
a parametric relationship between semantic s
ilarity and latency in free recall. Although the
are a great many studies showing an effec
category membership on latency in free rec
this is to our knowledge the first report of an 
fect of such subtle gradations of meaning on
tency in free recall.

Discussion

The similarity of LSA vectors correspondin
to pairs of words, as measured by the cosin
the angles between these vectors, is highly 
dictive of output order in free recall. Using
novel measure of this effect, the LSA-CRP,

demonstrated that very high similarity pairs are
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about twice as likely to be recalled in success
as very low similarity pairs. Further, LSA cosu
affects latency in free recall. High-similarit
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY AND EPISODIC RETRIEVAL 9

FIG. 2. LSA predicts output order and response latency in single-trial free recall. Data are from Exp
ment 2 of Howard and Kahana (1999). The distribution of LSA cosu was divided into 100 bins with an equal
number of pairs (see Table 1). (A) The conditional response probability as a function of mean LSA cosu for
each bin. (B) The conditional response latency as a function of mean LSA cosu for each bin. The lines in
each figure represent the average fit of a regression applied separately to each subject’s data (see 
pairs are recalled on average several seconds
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faster than low-similarity pairs.

ANALYSIS 2: THE EFFECT OF
TEMPORAL AND SEMANTIC SIMILARITY

ON OUTPUT ORDER IN CONTINUOUS-
DISTRACTOR FREE RECALL

Howard and Kahana (1999) examined 
lag-recency effect in the continuous distrac
paradigm (Bjork & Whitten, 1974). In this par
digm, list items, rather than being presented 
after another, are separated by a period of 
tractor activity (e.g., mental arithmetic). Mani
ulating the length of this distractor (the IPI) 
ters the absolute time between list items wh
preserving the relative spacing of the list.

Figure 3 illustrates the lag-recency effect 
several levels of the IPI in Experiment 2 
Howard and Kahana (1999). As can be seen
lag-recency effect was not reduced by incre
ing the IPI from 0 to 16 s. Although this amou
of distractor activity had essentially no impa
on the lag-recency effect, the same amoun

distractor activity, presented at the end of ea
on

e
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-
ne
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-
l-
ile

or
f
the
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ct
 of

list, was sufficient to eliminate the end-of-li
recency effect.

Insofar as the lag-recency effect is insen
tive to the absolute delay between list item
(Fig. 3), it can be said to exhibit a scale-inva
ance with respect to time. Prior to this disco
ery, the lag-recency effect was interpreted
evidence for associations formed in short-te
memory (Kahana, 1996). If short-term memo
produces episodic associations (as postula
by Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Glanzer, 1972
Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980), one should s
a lag-recency effect because nearby ite
spend more time together in short-term me
ory. However, because a long interitem distra
tor should disrupt short-term memory, th
scale-invariance of the lag-recency effect r
quires an alternative hypothesis. To expla
this persistence we proposed that the asso
tive process evident in the lag-recency effe
reflects mediation by a gradually changin
contextual representation (Howard & Kahan
2001).

Although several studies have manipulat
semantic variables in continuous-distractor fr
recall (Greene & Crowder, 1984; Greene, 198
Gregg, Montgomery, & Castaño, 1980) it re

chmains unknown whether semantic similarity in-
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metic task. Despite 16 s of interitem distractor, the CRP
largely unaffected. Error bars are 95% confidence interva
fluences output order when the presentation
list items is separated by a demanding distrac
task. Here, we directly examine whether a m
nipulation of the temporal relations among li
items affects the impact of semantic similari
on retrieval.

Results

Figure 4A plots the slope of the LSA-CRP f
the four IPI conditions of Experiment 2 o
Howard and Kahana (1999). LSA cos u had a
significant effect on output order, as evidenc
by a significant positive slope of the LSA-CR
in each of the four experimental conditions (p ,
.01 for each condition). The interesting result,
shown in the figure, is that the LSA-CRP slo
decreased with increasing IPI. To assess the
nificance of this effect, we regressed the slop
the LSA-CRP on the duration of the IPI (IPI w
0 for delayed free recall, 2 for IPI 5 2, and so
on). This regression revealed a significant ne

tive slope of 20.008 6 0.002,t(15) 5 3.4,p ,
.01. Thus, the temporal proximity of the lis

me
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items influences the effect of semantic proxi
ity on retrieval transitions: when items we
separated by a long distractor, the retrieval tr
sitions were less likely to be driven by seman
relations. In contrast, this manipulation of IP
had virtually no effect on the lag-recency effe
as shown in Fig. 4B.

Discussion

If temporal and semantic effects on retriev
are functionally distinct, then increasing th
temporal separation of list items ought to redu
temporally driven recall transitions without a
fecting semantically driven recall transitions.
this case, the lag-CRP should decrease, and
LSA-CRP should remain constant. Our da
(Fig. 4) show exactly the opposite pattern. I
creasing the temporal separation among the
items had virtually no effect on participants
tendency to recall items from nearby list pos
tions successively. But this manipulation of
temporal factor did influence participants’ us
of semantic similarity as a retrieval cue: Th
LSA-CRP, which was significantly greater tha
zero for all values of IPI, decreased systema
cally as the IPI was increased. This means t
semantic similarity has a smaller effect on rec
transitions as the temporal separation of l
items increases.

Howard and Kahana (1999) interpreted t
scale-invariance in the lag-recency effect,
measured by the lag-CRP, as being analogou
the scale invariance in the recency effect,
demonstrated by studies of long-term recen
(Glenberg et al., 1980; Nairne et al., 1997). Bo
recency and lag-recency effects can be und
stood in terms of a competitive retrieval mech
nism. If a randomly varying temporal context
associated with each list item, then presenta
of context at time of test will differentially acti
vate each list item, with recent items bei
“stronger” than older items. But if retrieval i
competitive, recency will only be sensitive 
the relative temporal separation among 
items. Similarly, if recalling an item retrieve
the temporal context associated with it duri
encoding, then items studied at nearby ti
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FIG. 3. The approximate scale invariance of the lag-
cency effect. Shown is the conditional response probab
(CRP) function for each of the four conditions of Expe
ment 2 of Howard & Kahana (1999). The fact that each
these curves is peaked around 0 illustrates the lag-rec
effect. The advantage for positive values (e.g., compare
of 11 with 21) indicates that forward recall transitions a
more likely than backward recall transitions. The param
in this figure is the interpresentation interval (IPI), whi
was varied between 0 (the curve labeled “Delayed”) and
s. During this IPI, subjects performed a demanding ar
tpoints will be activated, thus producing the lag-
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dashed line represents the mean linear regression Exponent5 (0.0056 0.004)IPI1 0.346 0.05. The error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals calculated according to the method of Loftus and Masson (1994).
recency effect. Here too, competitive retriev
will ensure that it is the relative proximity rath
than absolute proximity that determines the l
recency effect.

But, if competitive retrieval explains the a
proximate scale invariance in lag-recency (F
4B), what explains the decrease in the influe
of semantic similarity as temporal separation
increased? The following analysis considers 
th
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY AND EPISODIC RETRIEVAL

FIG. 4. Summary of results across conditions of Experiment 2 of Howard and Kahana (1999). These
tions varied in the duration of the distractor activity between presentation of the list items, the interpresen
interval (IPI). (A) The LSA slope (see the line in Fig. 2A) measures the overall effect of semantic factors o
call transitions. As the IPI increases, LSA slope gradually decreases. For this graph, LSA slope was cal
collapsed over output position. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals calculated according to the pro
of Loftus and Masson (1994). The dashed line is the mean linear regression, Slope5 (20.0086 0.002)IPI1
0.256 0.03. (B) An analogous figure for the effect of IPI on the lag-CRP effect. Power functions of the
CRP5 A|lag|2B were fit to each lobe of the lag-CRP for each subject. Shown is the average value ofB. The
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ANALYSIS 3: TESTS OF AN ENCODING
EXPLANATION OF THE LSA-CRP

According to the classic two-store model
human memory (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin
1968), semantic relationships influence rec
from LTS but exert no effect on recall from
STS (see Glanzer, 1972, for a review). Sim
larly, it was hypothesized that co-occurren
in STS is necessary to discover and utilize t
semantic relationships between words (Gla
zer, 1969). This view held that if semantical
similar words were simultaneously in STS
eir association would be more efficiently
l
r
g-

-
g.
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ll
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e
e

n-

,

stored in LTS. Because items drop out of ST
as new items are encoded, neighboring ite
spend more time together in STS. This cou
account for the LSA-CRP and its attenutatio
by a demanding interitem distractor (see F
4A). The longer the distractor, the lower th
probability of two items occupying the buffe
together. Because co-occupancy increases
strength of thesemanticassociation, increas
ing IPI should decrease the slope of the LS
CRP. If this process were the sole source
semantic effects on output order, then a suf
ciently long interitem distractor ought to elim
inate the effect of semantic similarity on ou
put order.

According to the STS-based explanation it
necessary to actively “discover” the semantic 
lationship between ABSENCE and HOLLOW
during study to fully exploit that relationshi
during retrieval. Both words must be simultan
ously present in STS for this process to work
ABSENCE has just been presented, HOLLO
is more likely to be in STS if it were the prev
ous item than if it were presented earlier in t

list. If such organizational processes in STS are
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important in driving the effect of cos u on recall
transitions, then there should be a bigger ef
for words that were close together in the 
than for words that were far apart in the list
prediction of this account, then, is that the
should be a more prominent LSA-CRP 
words that are nearby in the list than for wo
that are far apart in the list.

This STS-based explanation is one spec
instance of a broad class of encoding-based
counts. One can readily substitute work
memory or study-phase retrieval for STS. A
organizational process that requires the co-a
vation of the to-be-organized items, where a
vation is a function of recency, can predict 
qualitative pattern shown in Fig 4A.

Method

We calculated CRP as a joint function of l
and LSA bin for each subject. To calculate th
probabilities, we kept track of a matrix of n
merators and denominators corresponding
LSA-bin and lag. We collapsed lag into |lag| a
collapsed |lag|s $ 9 into a single bin to increas
statistical power. We then calculated the LS
CRP separately for each value of |lag|. Our
terest was in whether the LSA-slope is grea
for small values of |lag| than for large values
|lag|.

Because subjects make more recall transiti
at short |lag|s than at long |lag|s (see Fig. 3), and
because we were interested in the relative ef
of cosu, we divided the LSA-slope by the ave
age CRP for each |lag|. To assess whether
normalized LSA-slope was greater for sm
|lag|s than for large |lag|s, we regressed the no
malized LSA-slope to |lag|. Insofar as this “i
teraction slope” is less than zero, we will ha
demonstrated that the effect of LSA decrease
|lag| increases.

Results

Delayed free recall (IPI 5 0 s) showed a sig
nificant interaction slope (20.5 6 0.1, t(15) 5
5.1,p , 0.001). The slope was not significan
different from zero for any of the continuou

distractor conditions, nor when all three contin
D KAHANA
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uous-distractor conditions were pooled toget
(20.1 6 0.1, t(15) , 1.0). In delayed free re
call, there was a larger relative effect of sem
tic similarity at small values of |lag|. There w
no reliable evidence for such an effect in cont
uous-distractor free recall. The pairwise co
parisons between delayed free recall and eac
the continuous-distractor conditions were s
nificant (p , .05). None of the comparisons b
tween the continuous-distractor conditions a
proached significance.

Discussion

The comparison of delayed free recall (IPI5
0 s) with the IPI5 2 s condition is particularly
informative. Although we found a strong effec
of cos u on the probability of recall transition
for both conditions (Fig. 4A), there was a sig
nificant interaction slope for the delayed cond
tion, and not for the IPI5 2 s condition. Fur-
ther, the interaction slopes from these tw
conditions differed from each other signifi
cantly. The effect of LSA on output order i
apparently dissociable from the interactio
slope. As a consequence, we can conclude
encoding processes, of the type proposed
Glanzer (1972), are not the sole cause of
LSA-CRP. Further, such encoding process
cannot explain the attenuation of the LSA-CR
with increasing IPI.

The elimination of the interaction slop
with the inclusion of an interitem distractor o
any duration suggests that the effect is a co
sequence of active rehearsal processes that
easily disrupted by an interitem distracto
This makes sense if one carefully conside
the timing of the experimental trials in
Howard and Kahana (1999). In each conditio
the words were presented on the screen
1.2 s. During this time, the subject had to pe
form a judgment of concreteness on the to-b
remembered word. In the continuous-distrac
conditions (IPI. 0), each word was precede
by an arithmetic distractor, requiring the su
ject to spend the first portion of the 1.2
switching from the arithmetic task to the or
enting task, thus leaving little time for activ

-rehearsal.
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has
proved to be a valuable tool in distinguishing

5 This includes the transition to the first word recalled. In
the case of the serial position curve, this is measured by the
probability of first recall (Hogan, 1975; Howard & Kahana,
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY A

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This paper bridges the two main approach
to the study of free recall. One approach exa
ines the effects of semantic factors. The ot
approach examines the effects of temporal f
tors. We used latent semantic analysis (LS
Landauer & Dumais, 1997) to operationalize
measure of semantic similarity. Using LSA, w
were able to simultaneously measure sema
and temporal influences on output order
the free recall of randomly assembled wo
lists.

Analyzing a large free-recall data set repor
in Howard and Kahana (1999), we found th
LSA cos u had a substantial effect on both o
put order and interresponse times. We meas
this effect by computing the conditional r
sponse probability and latency as a function
LSA cos u (the LSA-CRP). We found tha
words with very high LSA cos u to the just-re-
called word were about twice as likely to be 
called as words with low cos u (see Fig. 2A).
Further, the IRT associated with pairs of wo
with a very high cos u was several seconds
faster than that associated with pairs of wo
with low cos u (see Fig. 2B).

The key variable in Howard and Kahan
study was the duration of an arithmetic distr
tor task between the presentation of succes
list items. Across four conditions, the durati
of the between-item distractor activity, the int
presentation interval (IPI), was 0 (standard 
layed free recall), 2, 8, or 16 s.

With this design we were able to exami
how varying IPI influenced participants’ use
semantic similarity in guiding retrieval. Al
though semantic similarity predicted recall tra
sitions for all levels of the IPI, the slope of th
LSA-CRP declined significantly from a mean
0.26 in the IPI5 2 condition to 0.12 in the IPI5
16 condition (see Fig. 4A). There was little or n
difference between the IPI5 0 and IPI5 2 con-
ditions, t(15) , 1.0. Clearly, increasing th
duration of an interitem distractor reduces t
influence of semantic similarity on output orde

This result is surprising when one consid
that the same manipulation (varying the IPI
continuous-distraction free recall) did not infl

ence participants’ use of temporal proximity i
D EPISODIC RETRIEVAL 95
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guiding recall. This can be seen in the lag-C
functions shown in Fig. 3 and the analysis of 
lag-CRP exponents in Fig. 4B. Howard a
Kahana (1999; see also, Howard & Kaha
2001) interpreted this scale invariance in the 
lization of temporal proximity in recall as ev
dence for contextual retrieval coupled with
competitive retrieval mechanism. Competiti
retrieval will ensure that it is the relative pro
imity rather than absolute proximity that det
mines the lag-CRP.

Retrieval Transitions in Free Recall

Most recent work on formal models 
episodic memory (e.g., Chappell & Humphre
1994; Dennis & Humphreys, 2001; Shiffrin 
Steyvers, 1997) has focused on tasks where
cue is clearly defined by the experimenter (e
cued recall and recognition). In free recall, s
jects generate a series of responses, each se
as a cue for the next. The practical problem w
modeling output order in free recall is that
forces the theorist to consider more comp
models. If the “strength” of an item changes
recall progresses, the researcher has to sum
items’ strengths over all possible retrieval pat
weighted by the probability of each path
which is, of course, a function of the item
changing strengths.

The CRP analysis captures the transitio
from word to word in the output protocol. Th
makes it ideally suited for modeling free reca
Other statistics, such as the serial posit
curve, measure the end-product of many
quentially applied transitions. A model can a
curately describe the serial position curve wi
out describing the basic properties of memo
retrieval reflected in the transitions. Converse
a description of the transitions5 nearly guaran-
tees a description of the serial position cur
The CRP simplifies the task of the theorist.

The lag-CRP described in Kahana (1996) 
n1999; Laming, 1999).
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6 It is not necessary to postulate some form of STS to ex-
plain this result. Suppose that during study, each presented
word causes subjects to think of related words from the
study list. Further suppose that this study-phase retrieval se-
lects items via a rule that exhibits a recency effect and favors
words similar to the just-presented word. Because this
makes the retrieved words effectively closer in the list to the
presented words that prompted them, this should increase
the associative strength between nearby list items that are
similar in meaning. In this way, existing semantic relation-
ships for recent words can be “amplified” by the study-
96 HOWARD AN

between different models of the episodic co
ponent of free recall (Howard & Kahana, 199
2001). The LSA-CRP (Figs. 2 and 4A) m
prove to do the same for the study of sema
factors. Although we have shown that LSA is
useful measure, we make no claim as to the 
ative usefulness of LSA as compared to f
association norms, subjective judgments of s
ilarity, or any other measure of semantic sim
larity. Indeed, an analogue of the LSA-CR
could be calculated for any other measure of
mantic similarity.

Explanations Based on the Operation of Sho
Term Memory

If separating items by a difficult distracto
task does not affect the utilization of tempo
associations, why should this manipulation 
fluence the utilization of semantic association
One possible explanation is offered by theor
of short-term memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin
1968). Glanzer (1972) proposed that the sem
tic association between two studied items
long-term memory is strengthened when th
are rehearsed together in a limited-capa
short-term store (STS). This account of sem
tic processing in free recall predicted the find
that semantic associations differentially affe
recall of prerecency items (Glanzer & Schwar
1971), and that recall of semantic associate
enhanced when they appear in nearby list p
tion (Glanzer, 1969).

According to this view, subjects “discove
the weak semantic relations among items t
appear in nearby positions in our random w
lists. These associations, in turn, influence o
put order and IRTs, as shown in Fig. 2. Beca
the interitem distractor disrupts rehearsal,
creasing the IPI should substantially reduce s
jects’ ability to encode these associations. T
could explain the decrease in the LSA-CRP w
increasing IPI (Fig. 4B).

But this account also predicts that seman
similarity should have a bigger effect on rec
transitions for adjacent list items. In the IPI 5
0 s (delayed free recall) condition this is exac
what we we found. The LSA-CRP was mu

steeper for word pairs from adjacent list pos
D KAHANA
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tions.6 However, this effect proved to be fragile
though it was highly significant in the IPI 5 0 s
condition, there was no trend in this directio
for any of the three continuous distractor con
tions (IPIs of 2, 8, and 16 s). This suggests t
the decrease in the LSA-CRP across these c
ditions is a consequence of some other proc
In addition, we know that this class of STS
based accounts fails to explain the approxim
scale-invariance of the lag-recency effect (s
Figs. 3 and 4B, also Howard & Kahana, 199
In the next subsection, we work toward an alt
native account of the principal finding of th
paper, namely, the decrease in the efficacy of
mantic similarity as the temporal separation 
the list is increased.

Episodic Associations Are Contextually
Mediated

Suppose that different memory cues inter
during retrieval, such that the effectiveness 
one type of cue is enhanced by the presenc
another strong cue. This is the case, for exa
ple, in the search of associative memory mo
(SAM; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980). In SAM
the probability of sampling an item for recall 
a function of the multiplicative strength of th
various cues available to the subject. In free 
call, the cues are typically taken to include t
just-recalled item and context. So, if item j has
just been recalled, then the probability of sa
pling item i for recall could be given by

S SCi ij
i-
phase retrieval, making it possible to explain the contiguity
effect on the LSA-slope.
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where Sij is the associative strength betwe
items i and j in long-term memory and SCi is the
associative strength between context (C) and
item i.

The interitem associative strength matrix
the logical source of semantic similarity effec
in free recall. If the LSA-CRP and the lag-CR
are both driven by interitem associati
strengths, then each entry of the matrix wou
represent a sum of one term for preexist
associations and another term for newly form
associations. In this case, increasing
strength of the newly formed associations,
a consequence of temporal contiguity (sm
IPI), shoulddiminishthe relative importance o
preexisting semantic associations. The pres
result, showing that the effect of semantic sim
larity on recall transitionsdecreaseswith in-
creasing IPI (see Fig. 4A), argues against t
view. If, however, the episodic associations
flected in the lag-recency effect are not a con
quence of changes in the item-to-item stren
Sij, but rather are mediated by the context
cue,SCi, then this difficulty is eliminated.

If the lag-CRP and the LSA-CRP arise fro
different cue strengths, then there is at least
possibility of explaining the effect of IPI on th
LSA-CRP (Fig. 4A) within the context of SAM
If the lag-CRP is driven by variation in SCi, and
the LSA-CRP is driven by variation in Sij, then
the contribution of semantic similarity is med
ated by context cue strengths in the samp
equation—if SCi is large, then variation in Sij

will have a bigger effect on sampling, and ev
tually recall, than if SCi is small. It is obviously
an open question as to whether such a sch
could simultaneously describe the persistenc
the lag-recency effect (Fig. 3), the decrease
LSA-slope with increasing IPI (Fig. 4A), an
the lack of an interaction slope for all non-ze
values of IPI (Analysis 3).

Conclusions

We have shown that a temporal manipulat
of list structure exerts a strong influence on
role of semantic similarity in episodic retrieva
When list items are presented without interru

tion, semantic similarity has its greatest effe
ND EPISODIC RETRIEVAL 97
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As the list items become separated by long
and longer intervals, the effect of semantic sim
ilarity becomes progressively weaker. This
not because rehearsal of nearby items in a sh
term store facilitates discovery of subtle sema
tic relations. Although such an effect is probab
at work in ordinary free recall, it is not presen
under conditions of continuous distraction.
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